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MRS. FORD'S REMARKS 
STAND UP FOR AMERICAN RALLY 
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 

Over a century ago, Walt Whitman wrote a poem called III 
Hear America Singing ll His words celebrated Americans at work• 

and at play. Whitman heard those songs during a difficult per
iod in our history, but he understood the songs were stronger 
than the troubles. 

In 1976 on the 200th anniversary of the Declaration of 
Independence, we too must listen for the good sounds of A~erica 
working, dreaming and achieving. 

Everywhere you go in America, you can see the greatness of 
this land and the people. 

We see Americans who care about each other and who reach 
out to those who are hungry, sick or in need. Over and over 
we've seen the compassion of Americans for their neighbors and 
people around the world; 

Americans are generous with their "time, . talents'-'and money 
to help fight poverty, . improve schools, support. churches and 
eliminate disease. 

This is the year to celebrate the goodness of America and 
her people. 

We.see Americans strong in their beliefs and dedicated to 
ideals. 

We see Americans who love the land and work to preserve it. 
We see Americans who live far from other people who find 

their freedom in solitude. 
We see Americans living and working together in cities and 

towns who find their freedom in cooperation. 
We see young Americans eager to try new ways of solving 

problems and new ways of honoring our ideals. 
" We see Americans varied in their" customs, faiths and hopes-

united in a love of freedom. 
We see a land full of contrasts---cities and wide open 


spaces---mountains and deserts---forests and plains---joined 

together by a working political system. . 


And all of these visible signs of America and the songs we 
hear from the people are what the Bicentennial celebration is 
about. 

" Rejoice is an old-fashioned word, but it captures what I 
hope we feel this year~ We should rejoice in our in~ividual 

'freedoms, in our free enterprise system and in our representative 

still striving to translate our ideals into reality, 
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... .u .... ~ ~"" \,;oUt:: year 1:0 ceLeDrate the goodness of America and 
her people. 

We see Americans strong in their beliefs and dedicated to 
ideals. 

We see Americans who love the land and work to preserve it. 
We see Americans who live far from other people who find 

their freedom in solitude. 
We see Americans living and working together in cities and 

towns who find their freedom in cooperation. 
We see young Americans eager to try new ways of solving 

problems and new ways of honoring our ideals • 
. We see Americans varied in their' customs, faiths and hopes-

united in a love of freedom. 
We see a land full of contrasts---cities and wide open 

spaces---mountains and deserts---forests and plains---joined 
together by a working political system. . 

And all of these visible signs of America and the songs we 
hear from the people are what the Bicentennial celebration is 
about. 

Rejoice is an old-fashioned word, but it captures what I 
hope we feel this year~ We should rejoice in our in4ividual 

. freedoms,. in our free enterprise system and in our representative 
government.. 

We are still striving to translate our ideals into reality, 
but we should pause to rejoice in the progress we have made. 

The past two hundred years prove a government of free people 
can prevail over conflicts. Let us celebrate this anniversary 
by rejoicing in our successes and being challenged by our 
failures. 

In 1976, let us listen to tile good, strong sounds of our 
country---so that we may be inspired to search and work for an 
even. better America. 
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\By.I~abetl~ Shelton::I.I',:"''';i~ ~\":,,.. ·~E~erYwhere youii>' In\~merica, f,ou ~an see the 
. . ~•.. c,' !WIshlnlllon SlarSlaff Writer. '<i., "~ gre~tness of this land ,and the people, ' she said; ':.we 

\'CK~ON'V1LtE:" FIA,.:~',Betty· Fot:d, who oft~n,:'::: lseet\trte,ri,cans who cate abou~ each other,~eyreach"
silent, waH1ncharacterl~" ''''''''~1'' out:to those who"are,hungry, Sick Or In need, Over and .>' 

!: monitoring, retlJ,rns from ,. ,,!~~ ; ovehve'v.e' seen the compass'ion of Americans for their 
" .'" ' . .. , primary contest between her ',), !leighbo'rs and tor peOp~e around the world.' ;.;.1;' This 

lusband and.hls Repubhcan c,hallenger, Ronald Rea \~,IS the year to c~lebrate Ute goodrtes~;~ofAm~ri~a, and".,.' .. ~., h' I ' I " .' ,,' ..... , ..., " ,
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ouse .ate~esi~rd~~ 't~~~~~~~~iJ£f;~'MCC~im 'T~C!"lattef.'formerly of ,the Washington 
.• ,;" which Ford and Reagan again j, ,now IS s~a~lon~d at the Jacltsonvllie Naval Base~ . 
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t.i.ii...f~",,,st Florida Sertoma!/i1: _~~r:;And the 'prograin had"be~n rearranged So that !!ome~
:';. .. f"·'. one other than Mrs, Ford mtroduced the two POWs,; '. 

i . 9ueried later, McCain, said there had been "a '\ 
: . misunderstanding," As an active' military 'office he' 
, staysout of politics, he said. and "I,certainly would,"< ' '!, ", ! , .',',! ' ",.\, ; . 
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liM BETTY FORD. 

1976 IS A VERY IMPORTANT YEAR FOR ALL OF US 

BSCAUSE IT'S A PRESIDENTIAL YEAR. 

WE SHOULD ALL BE CONCERNED ABOUT OUR GOVERNMENT 

AND ITS LEADERS. WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO OURSELVES 

AND TO OUR CHILDREN TO VOTE. 

TUESDAY IS THE PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY IN ILLINOIS • 

. THIS IS AN IMPORTANT ELECTION, AND NATURALLY, I HAVE A 

FAVORITE CANDIDATE, MY HUSBAND. 

HOPE YOU WILL GIVE HIM YOUR SUPPORT AND YOUR VOTE. 

IN A DIFFICULT PERIOD FOR AMERICA, PRESIDENT FORD HAS STARTED 

TO TURN THE ECONOMY AROUND, SET A SENSIBLE COURSE FOR OUR 

FUTURE, AND GIVEN AMERICA DEDICATED AND HONEST LEADERSHIP. 

HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS SAY MORE ABOUT HIS LEADERSHIP 

THAN I CAN, AS A WIFE. THINK ABOUT THE IMPROVEMENTS 

IN AMERICA UNDER THE PRESIDENT. AND ON TUESDAY, 

CAST YOUR, VOTE FOR JERRY FORD. 

# # # 
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I I M BETTY FORD. 

1976 IS A VERY IMPORTANT YEAR FOR ALL OF US 

BECAUSE ITl~. A PRESIDENTIAL YEAR. 

WE SHOULD ALL BE CONCERNED ABOUT OUR GOVERNMENT 

AND ITS LEADERS. WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO OURSELVES 

AND TO OUR CHILDREN TO VOTE. 

TUESDAY IS 'h2
PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY. 

~ 

AND NATURALLY, I HAVE A FAVORITE CANDIDATE, MY HUSBAND. 

n;" .~~iiii.1A\iN;:IIiM~PO~R~T~A~NT;;~E~L~E~C;Tr-ID05it.. I HOPE YOU WILL GIVE HIM 

YOUR SUPPORT AND YOUR VOTE. 

IN A DIFFICULT PERIOD FOR AMERICA, PRESIDENT FORD HAS STARTED 
~ 

TO TURN THE ECONOMY AROUND, SET A SENSIBLE COURSE FOR OUR 

FUTURE, AND GIVEN AMERICAe DEDICATED AND HONEST LEADERSHIP. 

HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS SAY MORE ABOUT HIS LEADERSHIP--
THAN I CAN, AS A WIFE. THINK ABOUT THE IMPROVEMENTS 

IN AMERICA UNDER THE PRES IDENT • AND ON TUESDAY,-
CAST YOUR VOTE FOR JERRY FORD. 

- end -



Stand Up for America Rally/Jacksonville, Florida 

Over a century ago, Walt Whitman wrote a poem 

called "I hear America singing!' His words celebrated 

Americans at work and at ~RX play. Whitman heard those 

songs during a difficult period in our history, but 

he understood the songs were stronger than the troubles. 

In 1976 3HXXH~X on the 200th anniversary of the 

»exex Declaration of xH3e~eH3eHx Independence, we too 

must listen for the good sounds of amex America--working, 

dreaming and achieving. 

Everywhere XX~~xxHxAmexXXR we go in America, we 

can see the greatness of this land and the people. 

We see Americans who care about each other and who 

reach out to those who are hungry, sick or in need. 

Over and over we've seen the compassion of Americans for 

their neighbors and people around the world. 

Americans are generous with their time, talents and 

money to help fight poverty, ~~x improve schools, support 

churches and eliminate disease. 

This is the year to celebrate the ~~3eRHS goodness 

of ~XX«R~ America and her people. 

,.-. ""' We see Americans strong in their PQ*sQa~ beliefs and 

...- ".dedicated to persolml ldeals. 



Page Two 

We see Americans who love the land and work to preserve 

it. 

We see Americans who live far from other people who 

find their freedom inxXExxax solitude. 

We see Americans living and working XH x8~kHx together 

in cities and towns who find their freedom in cooperation. 

We see ~XXgBX young Americans eager to try new 

ways of solving problems and new ways of honoring our 

ideals. 

We see Americans varied in their customs, faiths 

and hopes---united in a love of freedom. 

We see a land xBxxea full of contrasts---cities 

and HN wide open spaces---mountains and deserts--forests 

and ~XBHX~XBXRXS plains---joined X8~H together xsxx 

by a ~~~litical system. 

And all of these visible signs of America and the 

songs we can hear from the people are what the Bicentennial 

celebration is about. 

wm.A
Rejoice is an old-fashioned~ but it captures 

what ±xk~ I hope we feel this year. We should rejoice 

in our individual freedoms, in our free enterprise system 

and in our representative government. 



We are still striving to translate our ideals into 

reality, but we should pause to rejoice in the progress 

we have made. 

The past two hundred ~ years prove XH a government 

of free people can prevail over conflicts. ~ Let us 

celebrate this anniversary by rejoicing in our succes~ 

and being challenged by our failures. 

In 1976, let us listen to the good)~ strong sounds 

CQ'\. &-LA-'lh-tv-v
0~~~2?4 -so that we may be inspired to dream and 

work for an even better America. 



Stand Up for America Rally/Jacksonville, Florida 

Over a century ago, Walt Whitman wrote a poem 

called "I hear America singing!' His words celebrated 

Americans at work and at J;DB.X play. Whitman heard those 

songs during a difficult periQd in our history, but 

he understood the songs were stronger than the troubles. 

In 1976 RKxXx~ on the 200th anniversary of the 

~e£ Declaration of XXKepBRdHHx Independence, 'we too 

must listen for the good sounds of amex America--working, 

dreaming and achieving. 

Everywhere ~xiHxb.eti£a we go in America, we 

can see the greatness of this land and the people. 

We see Americans who care about each other and who 

reach out to those who are hungry, sick'or in need. 

Over and over we've seen the compassion of Americans for 

their neighbors and people around the world. 

Americans are generous with their time, talents and 

money to help fight poverty, x~ improve schools, support 

churches and eliminate disease. 

This is the year to celebrate the ~~KeRHS goodness 

of Amex~ America and her people. 

We see Americans strong in their PQr~gA.l beliefs and 

. ~ ".ded1cated to per30~1 1deals. 
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We see Americans who love the land and work to preserve 

it. 

We see Americans who live far- from other people who 

find their freedom inxsBxxNx solitude. 

We see Americans living and working XH XB~X together 

in cities and towns who find their freedom in cooperation. 

We see ~eXXEHx young Americans eager to try new 

ways of solving problems and new ways of honoring our 

ideals. 

We see Americans varied in their customs, faiths 

and hopes---united in a love of freedom. 

We see a land xBXXeK full of contrasts---cities 

and HH wide open spaces---mountains and deserts--forests 

and ~~XBiHXs plains---joined XB~ together XBXX 

by a ~~~litical system. 

And all of these visible signs of America and the 


songs we can hear from the people are what the Bicentennial 


celebration is about. 


Rejoice is an old-fashioned~ but it captures 
...------..... 

what Xx~K I hope we feel this year. We should rejoice 
': .> . "', ~ 

in our individual freedoms, in our free enterprise system 


and in our representative government. 




We are still striving to translate our ideals into 

reality, but we should pause to rejoice in the progress 

we have made. 

The past two hundred ~ years prove Nft a government 

of free people can prevail over conflicts. ~ Let us 

-
celebrate this anniversary by rejoicing in our succes~ 

and being challenged by our failures. 

In 1976, let us listen to the good)aaG strong sounds 

~~ 
OL ~--so that we may be inspired to dream and 

work for an even better America. 

",t,.j 
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Stand Up for America Rally 
J~cksonville, Florida 

live heard the Star Spangled Banner in many countries 

around the world, and when the ~ band strikes those 

first familiar notes, I always feel a surge of pride and 

wonder. Ii believe with you that itls very important 

for us to stand up for ~ America and to be proud of 

its accomplishments. We also must keep our sense 'of wonder-

a feeling of mystery---about ~grand it is ~ America 

manages to survive its doubts and divisions. 

I have this tremendous awe about how ~XX~~ 

XXXXEmlXXB.SXBXmmXEaUXXEXXXX <i;--;-;~~:~ of contrasts and 

conflicts, there is so much tolerance and so much unity of 

spirit. 

The cornerstone of both my feeling for xkXs my country 

and my family is how productive differences are. I remember 

Xke in the e±eE.kxmlXEx Presidential election of 1928 my 

father supported Al Smith and my KaXkex mother thought 

~XR Smith would be a terrible President. But they never 

fought. It was understood how good and healthy conflicting 

opinions are and how valuable each p2XlmRX person s opinion is'."I 

:,-,:1 



Rally, Page Two 

Some of our closest friends in Washington date back 

to our first years here, and many of them are ~E Democrats. 

Our different political philosophies didn't interfer~ith 

our friendship, and XxXkXRkxX~ our diverse American society 

really depends upon our ability to tolerate and understand 

many different viewpoints. 

Sometimes it happens that my husband and I don't agree, 

and XkXxxBBRMBxXaxSHxPXXBBXBsmRxpea~ I've expressed my 

own opinion. This seems to surprise some people. But I never 

made a promise to agree with him all the time, and I think 

our marriage would be dull if I did. We've certainly shared 

this philosophy with our children. We raised them to be their 

own people, and they are. I've been amazed and pleased at 
~I'V 

the different EixBEkS directions they lives have taken. All 

of them are individuals, and yet they respect each other just 

as we respect them. 

I see these same qualities in most members of 'the American 

family. Sometimes in our history BXNHXxe~xXXxkax3xkax '\ 

XlU[!D2EXxa%UIlltBJdtXBpDXaHX the majority has found it hard to 

xaxBXBXex respect the opinions of the minority. But these 

infrequent failures only remind us of how important it is to tolerate 



Rally, Page Three 


and understand HBXH differences.x 


~ 
Earlier I mentioned the conflicts eRd contrasts in 

America. The physical ones are SO-RKmExmH numerous--

the mountains and the deserts---the crowded cities and the 

wide open spaces===the ,rocky coasts and the lush bayous. 

And these ~B~~~ki geographic differences Xx produce 

differences in the people and the way they live. But 

despite these distinctions, we speak the same language 

and we are all American) For all the contrasts, which really 

are striking, I feel BXB~xex±R wherever I go a unity of 

spirit---a togetherness about being a free country. 

x~ Remember that expression---it's a free country, isn't 

it? The answer has been and must always be---a resounding yes. 

Americans have done sa such interesting XkXRx things with 

freedom. I've always been intrigued with how mobile our 

society is. Maybe our moving around so much is a remanent 

of the movement West or just a result of the marvelous knowledge 

that we can move to another place to be more comfortable. 

Freedom of movement isn't officially listed in the KH U.S. 

Constitution, but it's a B very basic freedom and a very real 

part 6f the way we look at our country. 

Closely tied to this freedom to move physically is the 

freedom to move mentally---the freedom to dream. This freedom 



I 

is expressed in other terms in our laws---freedom of speech, 

freedom of religion and freedom of the press. Our faith 

in XRe freedom for a person to chase his own rainbow is 

so basic. 

WexEBHX~XxexsHXXXK~ As Americans, we can give our 


children many material things and teach them values, but 


when we give them room to grow and dream, we are giving 


them the best gift of all. 


marvel at the young people of this country---their 

skills, their ideals and their dreams. They are a our 

Nation's XHXx future. The only way to keep our country 

great is not to try to contain them with our ABC's--the 

past ways of doing things---but to turn them loose aHa 

with their imaginations. I have ~ such great faith in 

our American young people. I see many challenges for the 

coming generation, but I also see skills and ideas equal 

to the challenges. 

I don't know whether it's still done, but when I was 

a girl, we used to have essay contest about "What Americaxxxx 

Ida Means to Me." Today after spending most of my a adult 

life around government and after much traveling, I still 
/~:~:J.\:';; '..' :,. 

don't have one short answer. I continue to be amazed by /. 

how well the Constitution works after x almost 189 years., 

I am often thrilled by the creativity of our artists and 
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~ ~<&DS~~ 
and awed by eef technOIOg~~ But, most of all, I am continually 

fascinated by how the contrasts and conflicts in the land 

and the people produce such a dynamic society. 

America to me is a ~ giant patchwork guilt of ideas 

and beliefs which together form a beautiful pattern. But 

it is a pattern that changes and grows with each generation. 

S~ Too often in recent years, we've gotten 

,
bogged down in a debate about patriotism---as if ea£kxBxXHB 

k~x there were only one way to love this ma%xxHgaxaxaax 

multi-idea country of ours. 



I don't believe patriotism is a contest. There are 


as many different ways to love this country as there are 


Americans. I love a parade, waving flags, seeing the 


Capitol lighted at night, because these moments put me 


in touch with my own s~nse of_pride and wonder in America. 


-d Cl.UM.- .be..
But e~h9ts are stirred to the same feelings by the beauty 

of the land or the sight of problems that need to be 

corrected. 

To me, "Stand Up for America" means standing up to 

---------.. 
both the accomplishments lIHlliJ£XHex of the past two hundred 


years and to the challenges of the next two hundred years. 


We have so much to look back to with pride and so 


much more to look forward to with hope. XK«XXKXKKXKX~~ 


KXXmi~UXXlOafKXDXXKX«:KX~KXKJG(~(In this special 


year, my personal prayer is that the spirit of the past 


~ 
will inspire our hearts to dream and toxect for ~] 

~ America. 

-30

/ 
...._---/' 

http:Cl.UM.-.be
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Stand Up for America Rally 
J~cksonville, Florida 

I've heard the Star Spangled Banner in many countries 

around the world, and when the ~ band strikes those 

first familiar notes, I always feel a surge of pride and 

wonder. IK believe with you that it's very important 

for us to stand up for -~ America and to be proud of 

its accomplishments. We also must keep our sense 'of wonder-

a feeling of mystery---about our grand it is ~ America 

manages to survive its doubts and divisions. 

I have this tremendous awe about how~xx£aHXNxXk 

xkxx£0HkxBXXKXaHMX£~HXXx£kxxx Sn a Nation of contrasts and 

conflicts, there is so much tolerance and so much unity of 

spirit. 

The cornerstone of both my feeling for XHXS my country 

and my family is how productive differences are. I remember 

XHe in the eXBEXX~H~X Presidential election of 1928 my 

father supported Al Smith and my M8kkex mother thought 

~xk Smith would be a terrible President. But they never 

fought. It was understood how good and healthy conflicting 

opinions are and how valuable each !OHXXamB person's opinion is~~::' 
"--' 
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Some of our closest friends in Washington date back 

to our first years here, and many of them are a&MEE Democrats. 

Our different political philosophies didn't interfer~ith 

our friendship, and XXXkXHkxxkxx our diverse American society 

really depends upon our ability to tolerate and understand 

many different viewpoints. 

Sometimes it happens that my husband and I don't agree, 

and xk±Xxxeemxxx~xXH~x±Xexxsmex~e~~e¥ I've expressed my 

own opinion. This seems to surprise some people. But I never 

made a promise to agree with him all the time, and I think 

our marriage would be dull if I did. We've certainly shared 

this philosophy with our children. We raised them to be their 

own people, and they are. I've been amazed and pleased at 

the different BXxeEx~ directions they lives have taken. All 

of them are individuals, and yet they respect each other just 

as we respect them. 

I see these same qualities in most members of the American 

family. Sometimes in our history eXNeXxeXX3HHHX±xxkaxHxx~x 

xex~eExxa±xxexeHxx~~XH±SHX the majority has found it hard to 

x~xexaxex respect the opinions of the minority. But these 

infrequent failures only remind us of how important it is to tolerate 
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and understand HHRK differences.x 

Earlier I mentioned the conflicts and contrasts in 

America. The physical ones are so HKmExmH numerous--

the mountains and the deserts---the crowaed cities and the 

wide open spaces===the rocky coasts and the lush bayous. 

And these ~HS~X~RX geographic differences XH produce 

differences in the people and the way they live. But 

despite these distinctions, we speak the same language 

and we are all American) For all the contrasts, which really 

are striking, I feel HXHX~ReXHXXH wherever I go a unity of 

spirit---a togetherness about being a free country. 

Xs Remember that expression---it's a free country, isn't 

it? The answer has been and must always be---a resounding yes. 

Americans have done ss such interesting XRXHS things with 

freedom. I've always been intrigued with how mobile our 

society is. Maybe our moving around so much is a remanent 

of the movement West or just a result of the marvelous knowledge 

that we can move to another place to be more comfortable. 

Freedom of movement isn't officially listed in the RH U.S. 

Constitution, but it's a B very basic freedom and a very real 

part of the way we look at our country. 

Closely tied to this freedom to move physically is the 

freedom to move mentally---the freedom to dream. This freedom 



is expressed in other terms in our laws---freedom of speech, 

freedom of religion and freedom of the press. Our faith 

in xke freedom for a person to chase his own rainbow is 

so basic. 

Wex£aHx~Xxex~HXxxWx As Americans, we can give our 

children many material things and teach them values, but 

when we give them room to grow and dream, we are giving 

them the best gift of all. 

I marvel at the young people of this country---their 

skills, their ideals and their dreams. They are a our 

Nation's XHXX future. The only way to keep our country 

great is not to try to contain them with our ABC's--the 

past ways of doing things---but to turn them loose aHa 

with their imaginations. I have ~ such great faith in 

our American young people. I see many challenges for the 

coming generation, but I also see skills and ideas equal 

to the challenges. 

I don't know whether it's still done, but when I was 

a girl, we used to have essay contest about "What AmericaHxxx 

M1I Means to Me." Today after spending most of my a adult 

life around government and after much traveling, I still 

don't have one short answer. I continue to be amazed by 

how well the Constitution works after x almost 189 years. 

I am often thrilled by the creativity of our artists and 
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and awed by ~ technOIOg~ But, most of all, I am continually 

fascinated by how the contrasts and conflicts in the land 

and the people produce such a dynamic society. 

America to me is a ~axH giant patchwork guilt of ideas 

and beliefs which together form a beautiful pattern. But 

it is a pattern that changes and grows with each generation. 

SsmeXxme Too often in recent years, we1ve gotten 

bogged down in a debate about patriotism---as if eaxRx8xxHS 

RR~XX8X there were only one way to love this MHXXX*x3x3xe~x 

multi-idea country of ours. 



I donlt believe patriotism is a contest. There are 

as many different ways to love this country as there are 

Americans. I love a parade, waving flags, seeing the 

Capitol lighted at night, because these moments put me 

in touch with my own sense of pride and wonder in America. 

'-l112..oNt.-~ 
But e~hels are stirred to the same feelings by the beauty 

of the land or the sight of problems that need to be 

corrected. 

To me, "Stand Up for America" means standing up to 

~ 

both the accomplishments HHlibexHex of the past two hundred 

years and to the challenges of the next two hundred years. 

We have so much to look back to with pride and so 

much more to look forward to with hope. XK~XXKXKKXKX~KKK 

UXMKKXlQ'i~XXX)QfUl!IlUG(KXiKKX~KXK]{KX~XKKX(In thisspecial 

year, my personal prayer is that the spirit of the past 

wn9-c 
will inspire our hearts to dream and t:c./{ect for s+i±l 

~~ America. 
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